Abstract-Probabilistic Amplitude Shaping (PAS) is a codedmodulation scheme in which the encoder is a concatenation of a distribution matcher with a systematic Forward Error Correction (FEC) code. For reduced computational complexity the decoder can be chosen as a concatenation of a mismatched FEC decoder and dematcher. This work studies the theoretic limits of PAS. The classical joint source-channel coding (JSCC) setup is modified to include systematic FEC and the mismatched FEC decoder. At each step error exponents and achievable rates for the corresponding setup are derived.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) channel with uniformly distributed equidistant input signal points has a gap of up to 1.53 dB from the channel capacity. Various methods have been proposed to close this shaping gap, see [1] for a literature review on this topic. One such method is Probabilistic Amplitude Shaping (PAS) [1] . PAS has been applied in various communication scenarios including [2] and [3] showing significant rate gains as compared to other coded modulation techniques. Furthermore, in [1] , the authors show that PAS provides a flexible and low complexity mechanism to adapt rates to changing channel conditions. The method has been implemented in submarine optical fiber with record data transmission rates [4] , [5] and in a German nationwide fiber optic ring [6] . It has been proposed for Digital Subscriber Line (DSL) standards [7] .
In this work we study PAS information rates and error exponents. We adapt the classical Joint Source-Channel Coding (JSCC) setup to include salient features of PAS, i.e., the systematic encoding of a non uniform source and the mismatched decoding. This approach differs from the one taken in [8] where the focus is solely on mismatched decoding over a codebook larger than the set of transmitted codewords.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we review the key aspects of Gallager's proof of the coding theorem for a non-uniform source [9] , [10] . In Sec. III we introduce PAS and discuss how one can analyze it using the JSCC framework. In Sec. IV and Sec. V we consider two JSCC scenarios, each having one modification as compared to the setup in Sec. II. Sec. IV deals with a systematic encoder for transmitting messages from a non uniform Discrete Memoryless Source (DMS) over a noisy channel. Sec. V deals with a mismatched Maximum Aposteriori Probability (MAP) Forward Error Correction (FEC) decoder. Unlike the previous works
on mismatched decoding (e.g., [11] , [12] ) where the authors dealt with channel mismatch and/or complexity constraints on the decoder, we look at the mismatch of source statistics and associated complexity at the decoder. Sec. VI discusses the final setup corresponding to PAS. Our contributions in this work are outlined as follows:
• We present a new perspective to view PAS as a JSCC problem for theoretical analysis.
• We analyse three different JSCC setups in Sec. IV, Sec. V and Sec. VI, the last one mimicking PAS, to compute the corresponding error exponents and achievable rates.
II. PRELIMINARIES
Let P Z be a n-type probability distribution [13] over some finite alphabet Z for some positive integer n. The set of all sequences z n ∈ Z n having empirical distribution P Z is known as a type set and denoted by T n (P Z ). The cardinality |T n (P Z )| of T n (P Z ) is bounded as [14, Th. 11.1.3]
where H (·) denotes Shannon entropy.
A. Classical Joint-Source Channel Coding Setup Fig. 1 shows the classic JSCC setup. The DMC is denoted by P Y |X , where X and Y are finite sets representing the input and output alphabet of the DMC respectively. Although we study DMCs in this paper, the results extend to continuous output alphabets in a straightforward manner. The source message W n takes values in a finite set W n according to the probability distribution Q n . The JSCC encoder is denoted by f n : W n → X n and the JSCC decoder is denoted by g n : Y n → W n , where n is a positive integer denoting the number of channel uses for transmitting the message W n . The rate of the code is
We focus on H (Q n ) instead of log |W n | since we allow W n to be non-uniformly distributed. The average block error probability Pr Ŵ n = W n is denoted by P e,n . The optimal decoder in the sense of minimizing P e,n for a given code/encoder is the MAP decoder [10] . Remark 1: W n and Q n change with blocklength n. This is obvious in Sec. IV and Sec. VI when the encoders are systematic but implicit in Sec. II-B and Sec. V where the encoders are non-systematic.
B. Achievable Rates and Error Exponent
Definition 1 (Achievable Rate): A rate R is achievable if there exists a sequence of encoders f n and corresponding decoders g n such that
Gallager discussed achievable rates and error exponents for transmitting a non-uniform source message for the setup in Fig. 1 . Fig. 1 , any channel input distribution P X and any n, there exists an encoder f n and a corresponding MAP decoder g MAP n s.t. P e,n ≤ 2
where the error exponent E G is
where H α (·) is the Renyi entropy of order α and E 0 is the shorthand notation for
In order to determine the achievable rates we calculate the maximum R for which E G is positive. For this purpose the interesting region to study is around ρ = 0. We compute
where I (·; ·) denotes mutual information. We conclude that, as long as R n < I (X; Y ), E G is positive and hence P e,n decays to 0 exponentially fast in n. Hence I (X; Y ) is an achievable rate for a fixed P X . Optimizing over P X we have
which is the capacity of a DMC. In the following, we will follow a similar approach to derive error exponents by upper bounding P e,n and achievable rates by optimizing error exponents. (11) is a capacity achieving distribution and is denoted by P X * . For many channels of practical interest such as the AWGN channel with average input power constraint, P X * is non-uniform. To approach the capacity for such channels, one needs to shape the signal so that the channel input mimics P X * . Various methods have been proposed for signal shaping, including many-to-one mapping [10] and trellis shaping [15] .
PAS is a coded modulation scheme which decouples the task of signal shaping from FEC [1] . This decoupling allows for an efficient implementation of the scheme using off-the-shelf systematic FEC codes.
Communication using PAS is shown in Fig. 2 . The focus in PAS is on channels that can be represented as X = A × S for some finite sets A and S.
Remark 2: In the context of PAS (and for coded-modulation in general) X = A × S denotes set partitioning, i.e., X is partitioned into |S| sets, each of size |A|. We define two RVs A and S such that S determines the partition which X belongs to and A represents the value that X takes inside this partition. This is represented as X = AS. For example X represents ASK modulation, then one possible partition is where S determines the sign and A determines the amplitude.
PAS works with channel input distributions of the form P X = P A P S for arbitrary probability distribution P A over A and uniform distribution P S over S. In [1] , [2] and [16] the authors discuss the performance gains of using such a shaped distribution to communicate over different channels with ASK and QAM modulations.
In Fig. 2 , γ and γ −1 represent the distribution matcher and dematcher respectively. The aim of γ is to invertibly transform the source message B to look as if it was generated by a Discrete Memoryless Source (DMS) P A . The fundamental limits of distribution matching have been discussed in [17] . In [18] the authors proposed CCDM, a practical distribution matcher that produces output sequences from a chosen type set. For the purpose of theoretical analysis, we will abstract the concept of a distribution matcher by assuming that the input A n to f sys n is distributed according to Q n and we will adapt Q n to fit to what one expects from the output statistics of a distribution matcher. In subsequent sections we will hence assume that the source alphabet W n is A n in the context of JSCC. Since distribution matching is invertible, using H (Q n ) in the rate expression is the right metric because this is the entropy of the source message at the input of the distribution matcher. Fig. 3 . JSCC setup for PAS f sys n transforms A n = A 1 · · · A n to the channel input X n = (A 1 S 1 , · · · , A n S n ) where S n are the parity symbols generated by the FEC code h n . f sys n can be thought of as a systematic channel code since A n is passed from the input to the output unchanged. The focus on such systematic codes to generate redundancy in PAS is to feed the shaped output A n of the distribution matcher to the channel unaltered in order to close the shaping gap.
Although the statistics of A n do not exactly match the statistics of a DMS in general, at the decoder g M M n of a PAS system it is normally assumed that A n is generated by a DMS P A . This leads to a significant reduction in the decoding complexity. To analyze this we use the framework of mismatched decoding where we restrict ourselves to using a mismatched MAP decoder g 
IV. SYSTEMATIC ENCODING
Consider Fig. 4 where Q n = P n A , X = A × S and we will use the MAP decoder for the analysis:
Theorem 4.1: For Q n = P n A and uniform P S , there exists a systematic encoder f sys n which when used with g MAP n has P e,n upper bounded as P e,n ≤ 2 −nE S (13) where
The proof is omitted due to space limitations and can be found in [19] . To evaluate achievable rates we observe that [20] 
Hence as long as log |S| > H (X|Y ), E S will be positive. Note that log |S| corresponds to the number of redundant Fig. 4 . JSCC using systematic encoder bits that we introduce for reliability whereas H (X|Y ) is the uncertainty the channel introduces. Combining this with log |S| = H(S) (since we focus on uniform P S ) and P X = P A P S , we find that E S is positive as long as
We also know that R n = H (A), hence we conclude that any rate R < I (X; Y ) is achievable, where P X = P A P S for uniform P S . Th. 4.1 corresponds to the JSCC scenario of communicating the output of a DMS over a noisy channel using systematic channel codes.
Corollary 1: For |X | = 2 m we can rename X = {0, 1} m and define S = {0, 1} p and A = {0, 1} m−p . We can then restrict the ensemble to affine h n functions and prove Th. 4.1 using this ensemble. Hence for such channels any rate R < I (X; Y ), where P X = P A P S for uniform P S , is achievable using systematic linear codes.
Remark 3: We can design the distribution matcher to (ideally) mimic a DMS of our choice, hence P A then becomes a design choice leading to the following maximum achievable rate expression
where P X = P A P S for uniform P S and P A is the set of all distributions over A.
V. SOURCE STATISTICS MISMATCH
The setup for this section is shown in Fig. 5 . The only difference to the setup in Fig. 1 is that we now use a mismatched decoder, specifically the mismatch is between the actual source statistics Q n and P n A assumed at the decoder. In this section we do not restrict the channel input alphabet to be of the form X = A × S since we are not focusing on systematic encoders.
Theorem 5.1: Consider the DMC P Y |X with any finite input alphabet X and let P X be any distribution over X . Let PĀ be some k-type distribution and P A be any distribution satisfying P A PĀ (supp(PĀ) ⊆ supp(P A )), then, for every n = kj where j is a positive integer and supp(Q n ) ⊆ T n (PĀ), there exists an encoder f n : A n → X n for this setup, such that when used with the mismatched MAP decoder a n = argmax has a P e,n upper bounded by
where
The proof can be found in [19] . A few remarks about the theorem and the setup are in order.
• In the theorem, the support of Q n has been restricted to T n (PĀ) which can be justified by looking at the operation of practical matchers such as CCDM [21] .
• Looking at (19) , the mismatch is because the decoder assumes that the input is generated by a DMS P A instead of the actual source distribution Q n . Hence not only does the decoder use the wrong statistics, but it also searches over all sequences in A n instead of only T n (PĀ) to look for the most probable input sequence. Note that this setup is different from what is studied under the name mismatched decoding in the literature (e.g., [11] , [22] ), where the mismatch between the actual channel statistics and the channel statistics assumed at the decoder are discussed. The motivation to analyze a mismatched decoder (in this section and in Sec. VI) that assumes A n (the output of the distribution matcher in a PAS system) to be generated by a DMS P A instead of the true distribution Q n comes from practical systems to reduce the decoding complexity. If the decoder would consider the true distribution then it will have to not only deal with the FEC constraints introduced in S n but also with the constraints introduced by the matcher on A n , hence coupling the FEC decoding and dematching process which leads to increased computational complexity.
• We need P A PĀ because of our choice of the decoder ,i.e., the mismatched MAP decoder. P n Y |X (y n |f n (a n ))P n A (a n ) will be 0 for all a n ∈ T n (PĀ) if this condition is not satisfied.
To calculate the achievable rates, note that all 3 terms in the R.H.S of (21) are 0 for ρ = 0 and
Hence as long as we satisfy the following
We will have a positive E M . Since we have supp(Q n ) ⊆ T n (PĀ) hence R n ≤ 1 n log |T n (PĀ)|. Combining this with (1) we get
By utilizing most of the type set T n (PĀ), i.e.,
| supp(Qn)| |Tn(PĀ)| → 1 and having Q n "close" to uniform, the lower bound in (1) leads to the result that any rate below I (X; Y ) − D (PĀ P A ) can be achieved.
D (PĀ P A ) is the penalty one pays for making the wrong assumption at the decoder that A n is generated by a DMS P A . In practice this wrong assumption can either be due to wrong apriori information or for designing FEC decoder with lower complexity.
Corollary 2: For P A = PĀ, any R < I (X; Y ) is achievable. Note that even for P A = PĀ, we have a mismatched setup since the encoder input has distribution Q n focused on T n (PĀ) while the decoder assumes a DMS PĀ.
Corollary 3: For the same scenario as Corollary 1 any R < I (X; Y ) − D (PĀ P A ) for uniform P X is achievable using linear codes.
Remark 4: The analysis in Th. 5.1 can be extended from W n = A n to general source alphabets and general mismatch distributions, but this does not lead to meaningful single letter achievable rate and error exponent expressions. This is why we have only discussed the special case relevant for our problem.
Remark 5: P X , P A and PĀ P A are all design parameters that we can choose in order to simultaneously improve the achievable rate and control the encoding/decoding complexity.
VI. PAS
As discussed in Sec. III, for a PAS system the focus is on DMCs s.t. X = A × S. Furthermore the source statistics mismatch for a standard PAS system corresponds to the scenario discussed in Corollary 2, i.e., P A = PĀ. Hence, the input to f sys n has some arbitrary distribution Q n focused on T n (PĀ) while the decoder g MMAP n assumes a DMS PĀ. Theorem 6.1: Let PĀ be some k-type distribution. For every n = kj for positive integers j and supp(Q n ) ⊆ T n (PĀ), there exists an encoder f sys n (φ PĀ (·)), where f sys n is a systematic encoder and φ PĀ : A n → A n is a permutation function for T n (PĀ) and identity mapping for A n \T n (PĀ), such that when used with the following mismatched MAP decoder
has a P e,n upper bounded as
where P X = P A P S for uniform P S and
The proof can be found in [19] . In Th. 6.1 we introduced a permutation function φ PĀ which is not the part of a standard PAS system. This function was introduced so that the random coding argument leads to meaningful error exponents; we do not claim that using such a permutation function would bring any gain in a practical system. Furthermore, for a uniform distribution over supp(Q n ) (as is the case usually for PAS since the input to the distribution matcher, i.e., the source message is uniformly distributed and the distribution matcher is a one-to-one mapping) and for symmetric channels one can show that the φ PĀ is not needed. Now we employ techniques from Sec. IV and Sec. V to evaluate the achievable rates. Using calculations analogous to the ones in Sec. IV we conclude that E SM > 0 as long as I (AS; Y ) > H (PĀ). Similarly following the same arguments as in Sec. V we have R n ≤ H (PĀ). For "close" to uniform distribution over supp(Q n ) with | supp(Qn)| |Tn(PĀ)| → 1, any rate R < I (X; Y ) is achievable, where P X = PĀP S for uniform P S .
Remark 6: Following the same lines as in Remark 3 we argue that PĀ is a design choice. This leads to the following maximum achievable rate expression.
where P X = PĀP S for uniform P S andP A is the set of all distributions of a finite type over A .
Remark 7:
In practice the procedure to choose PĀ is as follows: for a given channel P Y |X , calculate (or approximate) the P X = P A * P S for uniform P S which maximizes I (X; Y ). Then for the chosen blocklength n, search for the "closest" approximation (for example in terms of divergence [13] ) of P A * among the set of all n-type probability distributions. This approximation is then used as PĀ.
Corollary 4: For the same scenario as Corollary 1 we can prove Th. 6.1 for systematic linear codes.
Remark 8: In this work, specifically in Sec. IV and Sec. VI, we have restricted ourselves to uniform P S for brevity as well to stick closer to the practical PAS systems. In [19] we show that the same achievability results hold for general probability distributions P S over S.
